The Stratum
Compact homelift by Stannah

Enjoy the ultimate luxury
in your own home…

The Stratum S

Imagine the convenience and luxury of a lift in

At Stannah we have been providing lifts for

your own home. A lift that takes up surprisingly

generations, in fact for over 150 years. Since those

little space and that makes life so much easier

early years we have been constantly innovating

from the moment it’s installed. Whether you have

in order to help make our customers’ lives that

an immediate need for easy vertical access or are

little bit easier. Bringing together tried and trusted

looking to the future, our Stratum homelift simply

engineering with the latest in lift product design,

allows freedom in your own home.

our Stannah Stratum offers total accessibility and
luxury rolled into one. Discover why our Stratum
lift is our most popular choice for future-proofing
a home.

Welcome to the Stratum
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Make travelling between two floors so much easier

The Stratum S FE

The Stratum homelift has been designed to be as

30 minutes fire integrity between upper and

flexible to install as possible. Its self-supporting

lower floors, whether the lift is parked upstairs

structure means that it doesn’t require any major

or downstairs, including smoke detectors

structural alterations for it to be installed and can
be fitted practically anywhere in your home.
There’s no lift shaft, so your Stratum homelift looks
stylish and compact when it is in the room and
leaves a feeling of space when it is sent up or down.

• Elegant innovative design with five footprint options,
full or half-height cabin and finished to complement
your home

• Various cabin sizes available suitable for a
wheelchair user or up to 2-3 people standing

With a range of different cabin sizes and

• Moves between two floors

customisable options, you can tailor your

• Back-up battery pack allows return to the ground

Stratum to suit your lifestyle and your home.

floor in the event of a power failure

• LED lights in the side panels light the inside and
outside of the lift car

• Wireless wall controls make calling the lift between
floors easy
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Lower room when your
Stratum is upstairs

Upper floor when your
Stratum is downstairs

Standard features:

Optional features:

• Powered door for easy entry/exit (not available

• Hand held remote control

on Stratum C model)

• Joystick control

• Option of left or right handed opening door

• Fold up seat (supplied with grab rails)

• Scratch resistant safety glass windows

• Grab rails

• Pressure sensitive surfaces stop the lift if

• Telephone fitted into cabin (fitted

obstructed from above or below

• Grey back panel with matching carpet (fully
enclosed models only)

as standard on FE model, subject to
availability of landline)

• Mirror to back panel

• Painted satin white exterior

• Heavy duty 250kg padded seat

• Shallow ramp allows easy access to the lift car

• Choice of paint colour (RAL)
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Unrivalled service from Stannah
Stress-free installation

Continued care

You can relax from the moment you choose your

At Stannah, after-sales service is our business too.

Stratum, simply rely on us to make the whole process

We look after more than 90,000 lift products across the

as smooth as possible. Your sales engineer will arrange

UK from eleven local service centres, nationwide, so a

a site survey to establish the best position for your

Stannah service engineer is never far away. Your new

lift and arrange any pre-installation building work in

Stratum homelift is supplied with a two-year warranty

preparation for your lift. Our expert Stannah installers

for your peace of mind. This includes two service

will agree installation at a time to suit you. This may

visits. When your homelift warranty is due to end,

take up to several days, depending on your unique

your local service branch will be in touch with details

requirements, and only once your home is looking

of our service plans. Just like your car, your lift needs

perfect will your lift be handed over to you, to enjoy

a little engineering expertise to keep it working to

every day.

its full potential. For additional peace of mind, our
own UK-based call centres are available 24/7 to offer
practical, helpful support around the clock.

Welcome the Stratum into your home...
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A guide to sizes (Stratum S shown)

Maximum travel:

3,600mm (dependent on specification)

Safe working load:

150-325kg (dependent on specification)

Speed:

0.06m/s

Remote powerpack size: 667mm(h) x 384mm(w) x 348mm(d)

Lift Model

Internal
Width

Internal
Length

Capacity

Stratum C*

560mm

680mm

150kg

Stratum C FE

600mm

848mm

325kg

Stratum S

755mm

1175mm

280kg

Stratum S FE

746mm

1164mm

325kg

Stratum W

890mm

1175mm

280kg

Stratum L

755mm

1375mm

250kg

Stratum LW

890mm

1375mm

250kg

Stratum LW FE

881mm

1364mm

325kg

The Stratum is fully compliant with all applicable safety legislation.
This information is for guidance only and must not be used for proper working drawings. Please contact us for particular details before
proceeding. Owing to our policy of continual improvement, we reserve the right to alter specifications and dimensions without prior notice.
Images used throughout this brochure are for illustrative purposes only. Bespoke options may be shown. Please discuss your particular
requirements with our sales consultant.

Contact us to find out how a
Stannah Stratum homelift can
transform your home

Tel: 0800 715373
Stannah Homelifts
Watt Close East Portway Hampshire SP10 3SD

www.stannahhomelifts.co.uk

